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Concept Schools & New Plan Learning Respond to False Allegations 
 
False Allegations 
Robert Amsterdam, an attorney from a London-based law firm retained by the Turkish government, held a 
press conference in Columbus, Ohio on October 11, 2016.  During this conference, Amsterdam made 
numerous false allegations against the Horizon and Noble public charter schools managed by Concept 
Schools and New Plan Learning- both of which are non-profit organizations.   
 
Amsterdam is spearheading a politically motivated attack on behalf of the foreign government of 
Turkey that is aimed at criticizing our students’ success, defaming our reputation, and distracting from 
our one and only purpose: to provide a unique and unparalleled learning experience to our students.  
This attorney and other special interest groups are working hard to deny parents the ability to send their 
children to safe schools that have high academic standards.   Bankrolled and egged on by teachers’ unions, 
they ignore the mountains of crime and dysfunction in traditional public schools while nitpicking at molehills in 
public charter schools. Nearly everything they claim is either distorted or false.  Indeed, most of the allegations 
they made have been reviewed by government regulators before and dismissed as untrue. 
 

● Claims made by Amsterdam that the non-profit organization New Plan Learning has somehow earned 
profits of $19-million are flat-out false.  This claim ignores the fact that once purchased, all buildings must first 
be converted into school buildings with learning environments best suited to teach and learn in this 21st century.  
This claim also ignores that New Plan Learning must make its own 
payments on loans, interest payments, and continue to incur ongoing 
operating expenses.   

 
● In 2014, when similar allegations were raised about Concept Schools, 

the Ohio Auditor of State’s office and state board of education found 
them to be incorrect and false.  Concept Schools expects the same will 
occur with these latest allegations, which included false claims of improper 
use of public funds and the false allegations of alleged links between 
Concept Schools and exiled Muslim cleric Fethullah Gulen. 

 
● Concept Schools and New Plan Learning have no affiliation with the Gulen movement or any national, 

political, social or religious organization.  To imply otherwise is a disservice to the students, families and 
faculty that have worked so hard to make the schools successful, and to the communities and school districts who 
support them.   

 
● From time to time, individual school boards approve loans from one to another in order to finance a specific 

project or to support short-term cash flow shortages.  When the Turkish government critics make the allegation 
that Concept Schools has been "redistributing funds among county and municipal tax boundaries," it’s an 
intentional distortion of facts, because these loans are paid off or being paid back as scheduled.  All of these 
interschool loans are legal, issued with Board resolutions under the scrutiny of school sponsors and 
disclosed in annual audit reports.  Documentation is also available in the public record. 

 
 

See below for New Plan Learning 
Financial Facts 



Concept Schools 
Concept Schools is a not for profit charter school management organization that manages or operates 
30 public charter schools throughout the Midwest, 17 of which serve the major urban cities of Ohio.  
Our college-prep curriculum is STEM-based, and each school in the Concept network is highly regulated and 
overseen by their respective school districts and charter authorizers.   
 
Schools within the Concept Network are continuously recognized for their excellence in education.  
Since its founding 17 years ago, Concept Schools has grown into a diverse organization whose leadership, 
faculty and students reflect the communities we serve.  Charter schools reach out to Concept Schools to 
manage all things related to the educational needs of the building and school.   
 
New Plan Learning 
New Plan Learning (NPL) is a not for profit charter school facility provider founded in 2005.  The purpose of 
NPL continues to be to financially support the educational process by securing financial backing from 
lenders and securing bonds, and by purchasing and transforming facilities into safe and student-
friendly learning environments.  Non-profit organizations, like NPL, are intended to use any financial surplus 
to develop additional school buildings and fortify existing schools.       
 
NPL serves the needs of its supported organizations in critical ways.  Start-up charter schools often times 
are given authorization to operate subject to finding a school building, and it is often difficult for new schools to 
begin without any assets, sufficient cash reserves or financial history.  Because of that, a new or start-up 
charter school typically would not be able to obtain a loan to finance a facility. 
 
NPL is expressly set up as a supporting organization for its charter school tenants, and the boards of directors 
for NPL includes representation from each supported school.  First and foremost, NPL is an organization 
that is controlled by and accountable to its non-profit tenants.   
 
All Concept-managed schools are highly scrutinized and regularly audited by school boards, charter 
school sponsors, the Ohio Auditor of State’s office, and the Ohio Department of Education.  Concept 
Schools and New Plan Learning are separate non-profit corporations that collaborate with state authorizers 
and school leaders to best support the needs of each school. 
 
Moving Forward 
Concept Schools and New Plan Learning intend to continue to be fully transparent in operations 
related to educational and financial services provided to its supported schools.  A representative has 
already contacted the Ohio Auditor of State’s office to welcome a conversation regarding these false 
allegations.  Sadly, these ridiculous, baseless, and false allegations undermine the hard work and success of 
students, many of whom already face serious challenges.   
 
Above all, Concept Schools will continue to educate underserved and at-risk students even as political 
opponents like this try to deny parental choice.  New Plan Learning will continue to fully supporting and 
meeting the needs of all schools it serves as together, Concept Schools and New Plan Learning continues 
to change the trajectory of students’ lives. 
 
 
 
 



 


